Minutes for Department of Geography and Political Science

March 10, 2015

1. Tyler and Curtis gave reports from the Faculty Association and Academic Senate. Both reports were well received by the department.

2. Minutes from December’s meeting were approved.

3. Curriculum Review and Outcomes Assessment:
   a. Department approved changes to Political Science 1 to include Eligibility for English 1A.
   b. The department voted to add changes to Geography 30 and Geography 30 Honors to remove the MANDATORY field trip.

4. Adjunct evaluations will be done for Ross(Trull), Ramos and Gonzalez(Stone), Kraybill(Simon), Latragna and Khalife (Jean-Marie), Bladh (Golden), Donegan and Gorcik (Lobb)

5. The department discussed SLOs for each course which took a long time.